FACTORY UPGRADES
The new year is already in full swing at our factories but it’s important to take a little time and see what
new developments there have been over the past 12 months. At Ceramic Industries, we’re continuously
investing in both our equipment and our people, and finding more efficient, more innovative ways of
making our products. Ultimately, that means better quality, stylish products at competitive prices for our
end customers.
In this month’s newsletter, we ask our factory managers to describe what improvements they’ve made to
their plants – the new equipment, new techniques and upgrades – and to give us an idea of what we can
look forward to in the year ahead.
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Factories

PEGASUS
Factory profile: Red-bodied ceramic floor tiles
Factory manager: Thys van Emmenis

2018 highlights

Probably the most important upgrade for the
factory has been replacing bottle ink with a bulk
ink supply system. “It’s a major success in terms
of consistency and quality, as well as labour
saving” says factory manager Thys van Emmenis.
While the new equipment cost R1,25 million, it’s
paid itself back in about six months through the
costs savings in ink, which can now be bought
in bulk. “It also reduces waste, and cuts down
on errors by the process controllers applying the
wrong colour, since the ink is supplied from a
central point to all four printers,” says Thys. In
addition to the ink system, two new printers – one
Durst and one System - were replaced on the
glaze lines.

upgraded the factory’s dryer for the large-format
tiles, taking it from 6 to 8 modules, which upped
its capacity by 25%. This allows them to run the
line faster, cutting times down from 48 to 36
minutes and improving the quality of the product.

In the back-end, they installed a raw material
bunker, preventing the clay from getting wet, and
ensuring it doesn’t clog the system. They also

All the improvements have certainly been
worthwhile: last year March saw the highest
volume and highest yield for Pegasus in its history.

Plans for 2019

“2019 is going to be all about teamwork and
people, and making sure we’re operating
at a level of excellence,” says Thys. The
Tshimologong strategy that Pegasus has
begun to introduce will focus on teamwork,
team leadership and skills training. It’ll
introduce performance measures and, most
importantly, will involve decision-making at
the lowest levels, encouraging everyone to
take responsibility.
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Other upgrades included replacing the sizing
machines on all the lines with Italvision laser
measuring equipment, and updates to the
software for all the Qualitron machines for
better quality control. Finally, Kiln 4 had a major
upgrade, installing a rolling corner unit on exit for
better tile handling, and replacing the selection
line with one that handles the larger-format tiles.
This has led to a 40% increase in productivity.

What drives Pegasus?

“We continuously meet with the product
development team,” says Thys. They
discuss ranges that need replacement
and introduce a large number of new tiles
into the market every year. “We’re a lowcost producer, but not a cheap producer,”
he adds. Competing against Chinese and
Brazilian imports is a particular challenge
and means the factory must keep costs
down and volumes up.

Factories

VITRO
Factory profile: Red-bodied extruded tiles
Factory manager: Jerry Tinye

2018 highlights

The most exciting development at Vitro has been
the installation of the Multigecko sorting system,
which allows for more efficient selection of finished
tiles, and safer handling with less damage. “This
is a major advance for the factory,” says factory
manager Jerry Tinye. “It’s both labour saving and
time saving.”
“The Multigecko can handle a variety of tile sizes,
without having to stop the line for adjustments,
which means we have less downtime,” says Jerry.
The machine takes only a short time to recalibrate
itself for new sizes on the line, and it selects tiles with
greater accuracy. It was supplied by System Ceramic
in Italy, and has already resulted in impressive time

Plans for 2019

In 2018, Vitro used Gryphon’s rectifying’s
facilities to produce rectified tiles on Vitro’s
range. “We tested the market already and it’s
responding well,” says Jerry.
In February, Vitro will install a new Germanmade Handel extruder, which will improve
product quality at the factory. It’s able to extrude
16 tons per hour and uses a wider extruder head
for tile up to 600mm width, and of any length.

savings for size changes and line set-up –
down from four hours to just one hour.
It’s a highly automated system with multiple
functions. Not only does it select tiles and
group them according to size into one pallet,
it also boxes the tiles and prints the batch
number, date, shade number and grade onto
the box.
The installation of a new fan on the ceiling on
Line 2 at Vitro allows for more efficient cooling
of tiles at the kiln. By doing so, the line is able
to cut the time of the production cycle from 31
minutes to around 28 minutes, which means
higher production volumes.

What drives Vitro?

“Our commitment to style drives us,” says
Jerry. “We’re continuously innovating and
producing new designs, new fashions and
new formats to maintain our dominant
market position.” He’s determined to
keep producing tiles that appeal to South
Africans, and not to lose customers. “We
are relentless when it comes to that,” he
says.

Finally, as the plant grows in 2019, Vitro will be
instituting measures to improve dust extraction
as part of Ceramic Industries’ commitment to
ecologically responsible operations.
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Factories

SAMCA Floor
Factory profile: Monoporosa red-bodied floor tiles
Factory manager: Jaco Snyman

2018 highlights

From major equipment installations to minor changes
to processes, there were many changes at SAMCA
Floor in 2018. The Robofloor machinery, supplied
by System Ceramic from Italy at a cost of R2 million,
will improve production output at Kiln 5 drastically.
“Stoppages used to involve a lot of broken tiles, a lot
of quality issues and a lot of manual labour,” says
factory manager Jaco Snyman. The new system
temporarily stores tiles as they come out of the
kiln. Once the problem on the line is resolved, the
Robofloor system automatically replaces the tiles on
the line in between the current production.

1st trial we had an 8% increase in production,” says
Jaco. In addition, the tiles can be fired at a lower
temperature, which means less gas consumption –
resulting in a R2.1 million saving per year for gas
and lowering SAMCA Floor’s carbon footprint.

The introduction of nepheline into the clay mix has
had a major impact on production at the factory.
This locally sourced mineral is added to the clay
body to make up 4 -5% of the raw material, and
helps to lower water absorption in the tile. “After our

In December 2018, SAMCA Floor invited Icon of
Brazil to analyse the press area’s die boxes and
design new cavity liners. A tile with much harder,
more definite edges is the result – a product similar
in looks to a rectified tile.

Plans for 2019

Exciting developments for this year include
replacing bottle ink with a bulk ink supply
system, similar to the one installed at Pegasus.
The factory will also be making improvements to
the glaze line, with automated applicators that
check and adjust the density of the glaze. In
addition, SAMCA Floor will be introducing the
250 x 500mm tile format in 2019.
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Replacing nozzles in the spray drier with diamond
nozzles has also resulted in a reduction in gas
consumption, and an increase in production. Unlike
the old nozzles, which had to be replaced every four
days, the diamond nozzles last 12 to 18 months,
resulting in a major time saving, too.

What drives SAMCA Floor?

The team at SAMCA Floor is firmly focused
on creating the best looking tiles at the best
prices. Whatever operational efficiencies
they achieve are translated into savings that
pass on to the customers. “We believe every
person has the right to have a beautiful
home,” says Jaco.

Factories

S A M C A Wa l l
Factory profile: Monoporosa white-bodied wall tiles
Factory manager: Gerard Maartens

2018 highlights

SAMCA Wall significantly increased its production
capacity in 2018 with extensions to two kilns and
complete replacement of the third. “The wall tile
market has grown considerably over the last few
years,” says factory manager Gerard Maartens.
As a result, SAMCA Wall has invested in the plant,
adding 20% to their production capacity.
The economies of scale the factory gets results in
cost-savings for more competitive pricing. “We’ll

Plans for 2019

An exciting development is the use of a
specially developed glue that will allow for
metallic and candysugar finishes. Starting in
January 2019, the factory will be producing
tiles with five new special effects using
technology that is unique to South Africa.
This will make SAMCA Wall’s already broad
range of tiles on offer even broader, and will
be sure to captivate fashionable sectors of
the market.
The innovative glue was developed in
partnership with Spain’s Ceramitec. After it’s
applied, coloured granules are added, which
melt to form the impressive new effects.
“It was a great achievement to be able to
apply this ink through the 50-micron digital

be able to serve customers better, producing
sufficient stock and competing head-on with
imports,” says Gerard.
In addition, it allows for more efficient use of
natural gas, significantly reducing their carbon
footprint. The all-new SACMI kiln, meanwhile,
is completely new technology which will reduce
the energy required per square metre of tiles
produced by up to 3%.

printing heads,” says Gerard. This allows for more
precision and efficiency, and no new equipment
or training is necessary.
Finally, new material handling technology at the
factory will allow SAMCA Wall to continue to lead
in quality. “The quality required for wall tiles is
much higher than for floor tiles because you’re
much closer to the product,” says Gerard. “You
can’t get away with even small imperfections.”

What drives SAMCA Wall?

“The main thing it to always challenge yourself
and your team, and never to be happy with
what you just produced,” says Gerard. He
believes in innovating constantly, and by
planning correctly to create disruption in the
market.
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Factories

GRYPHON
Factory profile: Large-format porcelain tiles
Factory manager: Comfort Masombuka

2018 highlights

Ceramic Industries invested R90 million in new
plant machinery at Gryphon: two brand new Italianmade BMR rectifying machines were installed
and integrated with Automated Guided Vehicles
(AGVs), Multigecko lifting and stacking equipment,
Qualitron machines and a Griffon sorting and
palletising machine.
The rectifying machines produce tiles that are
perfectly uniform, exactly the same size, with
precision edges. These features mean they can
be laid much closer together, for a near-seamless
look, an interior design trend that’s been growing in
recent years. Gryphon is currently the only factory
in South Africa producing rectified tiles, and is well
placed to capture this expanding market.

Plans for 2019

The main focus at Gryphon going forward will
be on teamwork and marketing. “The plan is to
grow the rectification market so that we run at
full capacity, which is 60,000 to 70,000 square
meters a month,” says Comfort.
They’ll also be involving Spanish supplier
Esmalglass, renowned for their innovative inks,
finishes and glazes, in producing new ranges.
The new looks they’ll develop with Gryphon will
help Ceramic Industries grasp a certain portion
of the market that looks for cutting-edge design
and superior finishes.
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Gryphon also upgraded their Qualitron equipment
and recruited experienced quality control team
members, ensuring quality control is of the
highest order.
In December the factory began testing their
AGVs (automated guided vehicles), self-driving
forklifts that stack the Gryphon warehouse.
This technology is fully functional in the factory
currently. “We have the latest machinery, with
regard to ceramics, that you can find anywhere
in the world, and the best money can buy,” says
Comfort.

What drives Gryphon?

“As a new factory, we’ve had to focus on
stabilizing the production process,” says
Comfort, “but now that we’ve done so, the
thing that drives us is style.” He says it’s this
focus that moves them to implement new
techniques like rectification and enter into
partnerships with other producers. “It’ll help
put us on par with overseas counterparts so
that we can compete with the guys in Spain
and Italy,” he says.

Factories

B E T TA
Factory profile: Porcelain sanitaryware
Factory manager: Tshepo Molefakgotla

2018 highlights

Betta has undertaken several improvements, but
foremost among them are their energy saving
efforts. They commissioned a heat recovery
system that channels heat from the kilns back
to the casting hall for use in the boilers. “We’re
not using any external energy to heat the boilers
now,” says factory manager Tshepo Molefagkotla.
Betta’s solar panel project also got off the ground
in 2018. These rooftop electro-voltaic panels are
currently operating, and generate 1MW of energy
for the factory’s operations.
Other upgrades include a R3 million investment
in the glaze section. “We’ve streamlined the

Plans for 2019

“2019 will be a major year for modernizing
Betta,” says Tshepo. A green initiative that
began in 2018 was an upgrade to the water
recovery plant. Process water will be treated to
remove glaze and clay particles and reused for
cleaning robot and spray arms.
2019 will also see the addition of Betta’s 8th
ALS machine for casting countertop basins. “We
predict a new trend in the market, with wallmounted basins being replaced by countertop
models, and have changed our production in
response,” says Tshepo. The dedicated machine
will eliminate the need to change moulds for the

layout for the flow of glaze from preparation to
supply,” says Tshepo. In collaboration with SACMI
technicians, Betta’s robot glazing arms were
audited and given a major overhaul. This has
resulted in increased efficiency and productivity.
The rolling stock for the kilns was also rejuvenated
with the help of two external partners. The car
system, consisting of 60 cars which can spend
around 14 hours in the kiln, were completely
rebuilt. The project involves stripping and refitting
insulation and refractory materials, rebuilding the
chassis and fitting new bearings to wheels. It was
begun in 2018 and will continue this year.

new product. “We can introduce new fashion
without compromising on efficiency,” says Tshepo.

What drives Betta?

Tshepo says Betta has embraced being
‘Creators of style’. “Our designs are created by
Vidal de Sa, who is one of the world’s foremost
modellers,” he says. That Betta products are
exported to some of Europe’s most fashionable
markets is proof that they compete with the
best. “What we can do better is achieve
greater efficiencies and offer stylish products
at competitive prices.”
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B E T TA B a t h s
Factory profile: Acrylic baths and shower trays
Factory manager: Edward Domoney

2018 highlights

The most exciting development at BettaBaths
was the introduction of a new range of onepiece seamless baths. These sleek, stylish baths
are popular in Europe and they’ve proved to be
so locally too – though the eight new models
were introduced into the market only last year,
BettaBaths is already working hard to keep up
with demand.
Factory manager Edward Domoney designed
the process to manufacture these new models
and trained the process controllers. It’s a real
sign of creative thinking and efficiency that no
new equipment was needed to produce a model
the market was demanding. The new process

Plans for 2019

This year will see the launch of the new
spa bath conversion range, including the
Lux, Ultimate and Ultimate-Plus. The old
conventional push-button design will be
replaced with electronic controllers which
are more reliable, offer better control and
are more attractive. These baths will also
have useful features like a water-level safety
cut-off and automatic temperature control.
The pump, heater and blower have all been
improved for these models, too.
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involves a reverse vacuum-forming technique that
joins the skirt and the bath together. “We had to
embark on a totally different training programme
to make this product,” says Edward. “Especially
when it came to the joining, and to make sure the
seamlessness is perfect.”
The eight new models of one-piece seamless
baths that are currently on the market are the
Crystal, Trilogy, Orbit, Bliss, Diana, Pura, Vogue
seamless and Velino. This new capability at
BettaBaths is a great example of how Ceramic
Industries responds to a market demand by
swiftly adapting production to meet it.

What drives Betta Baths?

“What puts us at the forefront is that style drives
our productivity,” says Edward. It’s this kind
of thinking that allows for the responsiveness
to market demand, to produce fashionable
baths of the highest quality, highly efficiently
– which ultimately makes them affordable for
the end customer. “We want to make style
affordable for everybody in South Africa,” he
says.

